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The Usefulness of Private and Public Information for Foreign Investment Decisions 1997 with real case stories
wells and ahmed bring to life both the hopes for and the failures of international guarantees of property rights
for investors in the developing world their cases focus on infrastructure projects but the lessons apply equally to
many other investments in the 1990 s inexperienced firms from rich countries jumped directly into huge
projects in some of the world s least developed countries their investments reflected almost unbridled
enthusiasm for emerging markets and trust in new international guarantees yet within a few years the business
pages of the world press were reporting an exploding number of serious disputes between foreign investors and
governments as the expected bonanzas proved elusive and the protections weaker than anticipated many
foreign investors became disenchanted with emerging markets so bad were the outcomes in some cases that a
few notable infrastructure firms came close to bankruptcy several others hurriedly fled poor countries as
projects soured in this book louis wells and rafiq ahmed show why disputes developed point out how
investments and disputes have changed over time explore why various firms responded differently to crises and
question the basic wisdom of some of the enthusiasm for privatization the authors tell how firms countries and
multilateral development organizations can build a conflict management system that balances the legitimate
economic and social concerns of the host countries and those of investors without these changes multinational
corporations will lose profitable opportunities and poor countries will not gain the contributions that foreign
investment can make toward alleviating poverty
Making Foreign Investment Safe 2006-12-21 in direct foreign investment scholars from business schools in the u
s europe japan and latin america reflect on the relationship of foreign investment to the development process
examining the experience of foreign investors in a variety of national settings they explore the complex issues
relating to foreign investment and present the pros and cons of various approaches the volume begins with
general administrative ways to encourage or discourage foreign investment there are detailed discussions on
specific countries and their experiences with foreign investment including a large asian developing country
countries in latin america and europe and japan following these regional experiences are general articles
examining the costs and benefits of in the international marketplace
The Usefulness of Private and Public Information for Foreign Investment Decisions 2013 foreign direct
investment in the united states in 2015 increased by 83 over that recorded in 2014 note the united states
defines foreign direct investment as the ownership or control directly or indirectly by one foreign person
individual branch partnership association government etc of 10 or more of the voting securities of an
incorporated u s business enterprise or an equivalent interest in an unincorporated u s business enterprise on
october 31 2013 the obama administration launched a new initiative known as select usa to attract more foreign
direct investment to the united states according to the administration the aim of the program is to make
attracting foreign investment as important a component of u s foreign policy as promoting exports as a result
the president reportedly instructed commerce and state department officials to make attracting foreign
investment one of their core priorities in addition the program has designated global teams led by u s
ambassadors in 32 key countries to encourage foreign investment into the united states and has established a
coordinated process to connect prospective investors with senior u s officials the initiative selectusa commerce
gov offers a number of tools for foreign investors looking to invest in the united states including a list of various
state and federal programs that may be available to foreign investors
Foreign Investment, Transnationals and Developing Countries 1977-06-17 rich industrialized countries
are insisting that the world trade organization launches a new round of world trade negotiations and that rules
restricted to trade issues be extended to protect foreign direct investment this is an exploration of wto
proposals from the developing country viewpoint
Direct Foreign Investment 1987-11-17 compilation of articles on foreign investment and business organization in
host countries including activities of multinational enterprises covers political and economic implications
geographical aspects level of economic development political ideology historical background legal aspects the
industrial structure etc bibliographys and statistical tables
Foreign Direct Investment in the United States 2017-07-19 investment scholars and practitioners query why
direct participation of foreign firms in the japanese economy is lower than in any other industrialized country
and what if any policy steps the japanese government could take to increase it they consider the lingering
impact of the ban on the practice until the middle 1970s the high costs of doing business in japan such as very
expensive land and labor and traditional business practices including long term transaction relationships with
suppliers and customers and the long term employment system the seven studies were presented at an october
1994 conference in philadelphia annotation copyright by book news inc portland or
Protecting Foreign Investment 2003 establishing an investment promotion agency has become a central
part of most countries development strategies today there are more than 150 investment promotion agencies



worldwide yet very little is known about what these agencies have been really doing notably in emerging
countries and whether they have been effective in influencing investors decisions using data from a new survey
on 58 countries morisset shows that greater investment promotion is associated with higher cross country
foreign direct investment fdi flows on top of the influence of the country s investment climate and market size
but this result has to be qualified on several counts first the effectiveness of the agency depends on the country
s environment in which it operates an agency in a poor investment climate is less effective at attracting
investment second the scope of activities that an agency undertakes influences its performance morisset s
empirical analysis indicates that agencies devoting more resources on policy advocacy are more effective
because such activity is not only beneficial to foreign investors but also to domestic investors in contrast
investment generation or targeting strategies appear expensive and risky especially in countries with poor
investment climates finally certain internal characteristics of the agencies are associated with greater
effectiveness the agencies that have established reporting mechanisms to the country s highest policymakers
the president or prime minister or to the private sector have been systematically more efficient at attracting
foreign direct investment such institutional links are crucial because they contribute to strengthen the
government s commitment as well as reinforce the agency s credibility and visibility in the business community
Foreign Investment 1970 text of papers and debates following a conference held by representatives of two
multinational companies of a public investment body and of countries like india the caribbean and mexico with
respect to aspects of private foreign investment including taxation and joint venture prospects in developing
countries
Private foreign investment and the developing world 1972 foreign direct investment fdi is one avenue for
offering assistance to developing countries in their efforts to grow small countries typically have limited
resources to direct toward investment attraction programs so the ability to segment the market of multinational
corporations looking to invest is a crucial skill this book develops and employs an investment preference
analysis model to give evidence that homogenous groups of investors can be identified once these groups are
identified their needs specific preference requirements for laws regulations incentives and general conditions
can be more efficiently addressed
Private and public information for foreign investment decision 1999 at head of title development centre of the
organization for economic co operation and development paris
Foreign Direct Investment in Japan 1996 seminar paper from the year 2011 in the subject law civil private trade
anti trust law business law grade 1 7 university of applied sciences munich course mba language english
abstract executive summary investing in china is still considered as one of the most profitable business
opportunities on the one hand side the chinese market brings around 1 3 billion new potential consumers and
on the other an annual growth rate of around 10 both are quite attractive for foreign investments moreover the
chinese government is permanently improving the investment climate for foreign enterprises and investors by
improving respectively building the required infrastructure or revising business laws and lowering market entry
barriers for foreigners for instance investing in china is not only a subject for large and international enterprises
but also for small and mid sized private companies china s progress in accepting market oriented economic and
business principles as well as their 2001 entry into the world trade organization wto is attracting foreign
investors the same way as a growing chinese middle class and low labor costs companies of all sizes understand
that by ignoring this prospering and huge market for their goods and services or by not taking ad vantage of the
latent labor arbitrage that they are risking to fall behind their competition the assignment is providing some
statistics on foreign investments in china is dealing with a brief overview of the different industry areas for
foreign compa nies and investors in china and explains the main investment forms which can be considered for
business establishment in china the work is concluding with some general information about legal protections
for foreign investors and the itm checklist table of contents executive summary i list of abbreviations iii list of
figures iv list of tables iv 1 introduction 5 2 foreign investment categories in china 7 3 legal forms for foreign
investors in china 9 3 1 joint venture 9 3 1 1 equity joint venture 10 3 1 2 cooperative joint venture 10 3 2
representative office 10 3 3 wholly foreign owned enterprise 11 3 4 holding enterprises for foreign investors 11
3 5 b stocks 12 4 legal protection of foreign investors in china 12 5 conclusion 13 itm checklist 14 references 16
Does a Country Need a Promotion Agency to Attract Foreign Direct Investment? 2003 over the past twenty
years foreign direct investments have spurred widespread liberalization of the foreign direct investment fdi
regulatory framework by opening up to foreign investors and encouraging fdi which could result in increased
capital and market access many countries have improved the operational conditions for foreign affiliates and
strengthened standards of treatment and protection by assuring investors that their investment will be legally
protected with closed bilateral investment treaties bits and double taxation treaties dtts this in turn creates
greater interest in fdi



Foreign Direct Investment in the United States 1977 the law on foreign direct investment fdi belongs to
the fastest changing legal field in international law investors and the host state have long left behind a
relationship dominated by the host state s desire to screen and choose fdi in the current market for fdi both
parties try to assert influence but in the end the scarcity of fdi is the decisive factor this book provides an in
depth study of the legal framework for the admission of fdi and presents insights into the pros and cons of
various admission models its goal is to identify legal and policy options that serve the host state s and investor s
common needs the book is a comprehensive easy reference handbook that is of interest to lawyers academics
and policy makers
Direct Foreign Investment in Asia and the Pacific 1972 with the growth of the global economy over the
past two decades foreign direct investment fdi laws at both the national and international levels have
undergone rapid development in order to strengthen the protection standards for foreign investors in terms of
international investment law a network of international investment agreements has arisen as a way to address
fdi growth fdi backlash reflective of more restrictive regulation has also emerged the evolving international
investment regime analyzes the existing challenges to the international investment regime and addresses these
challenges going forward it also examines the dynamics of the international regime as well as a broader view of
the changing global economic reality both in the united states and in other countries the content for the book is
a compendium of articles by leading thinkers originating from the international investment conference what s
new in international investment law and policy
Private Foreign Investment and the Developing World 1971 the global economic slowdown and the significant
decline in foreign direct investment fdi have made it even more imperative to attract international investment in
order to achieve sustainable development and poverty reduction the need to maximise the benefits of fdi
compels host and home governments to move beyond the traditional policy of liberalising fdi a broader set of
policies for an enabling environment for investment must be embraced competition taxation financial markets
trade corporate governance public administration respect for workers and environmental rights and other public
policy goals developing policy frameworks to ensure that multinational enterprises contribute to development
goals and capacity building also remain a priority issue on the international agenda the oecd global forum on
international investment at its inaugural meeting in mexico city in november 2001 provided a unique platform
for participants originating from oecd and non oecd economies representing academia business and labour and
civil society to address the challenges posed by fdi these selected conference papers add to the existing
literature on fdi they highlight the principal conclusions include analyses of recent fdi trends and prospects and
discuss ways of maximising the benefits of fdi for development the papers also examine lessons learned in oecd
and non oecd economies governments responsibilities in fdi policies corporate responsibility initiatives and the
role of multilateral organisations in capacity building for fdi in host countries
Targeting the Foreign Direct Investor 1995-10-31 a major force in east asia s remarkable economic growth and
industrial transformation foreign direct investment has been growing at 14 15 percent annually in southeast
asia and china over the last decade this timely volume examines the impact of investment on trade in the
region focusing especially on microeconomic issues of strategy activity and behavior of corporate investors the
contributors explore the role of corporate alliances and networks of japanese and chinese firms as well as the
influence of investors from newly industrializing economies in the relocation of production and trade within the
region
Private Foreign Investment in Development 1973 printed on demand limited stock is held for this title if you
would like to order 30 copies or more please contact books worldbank org contact books worldbank org if
currently unavailable fias occasional papers no 12 during the early 1990s the foreign investment advisory
service fias a joint facility of the world bank and the international finance corporation ifc found that
governments and foreign investors alike were concerned and frustrated about difficulties in successfully
implementing private infrastructure projects governments were trying to attract these new types of investment
without having established an appropriate policy framework therefore there were no institutional structures to
resolve impediments effectively and provide clear guidelines for the award of such large scale projects legal
frameworks tended to address traditional public sector responsibilities and not investor concerns regulatory
environments either did not exist or did not provide investors enough guarantees that their future operating
environment would be sufficiently reliable consequently fias has been advising many governments in the
developing world on the best way to establish a policy framework attractive to foreign investors fias typically
combines its review of the institutional legal and regulatory environment with investor roundtables and
workshops for senior government officials to ensure that all the major concerns of both the government and the
private sector are taken into account although each country has unique policy problems fias has encountered
common features in key areas that pose stumbling blocks for private infrastructure investments this study



synthesizes this experience and derives lessons for facilitating and encouraging foreign direct investment in
infrastructure
Legal Forms for Foreign Investors in China 2013-09-11 focusing on the new order government after 1967 this
study provides a thorough examination of foreign investment in the industrialization of indonesia and its impact
on local and regional economic development
Investment Climate in Foreign Countries 1983 recent events in eastern europe have brought questions of
foreign investment to the fore why should foreign concerns want to invest in countries like poland and hungary
what are the pitfalls to be avoided how can east european countries attract investment this book answers these
questions in the light of the increased economic activity in the countries of eastern europe while there has
always been some investment it has been limited and often based on special agreements allowing investors no
proprietory rights governments are now rapidly developing policies to encourage joint ventures and foreign
enterprise this study looks at the variety of problems that face investors such as converting earnings into hard
currencies the controls imposed by state bureaucracies which are still powerful and the constantly changing
regulations it explains today s legal regulations covering the way they have evolved and the current changes by
looking at companies already investing in eastern europe it analyses not only the problems they encounter but
the ones they create this study also looks at the political and social implications of such economic activity and
concludes with an analysis of the long term future for foreign enterprise
The Effect of Treaties on Foreign Direct Investment 2009-03-27 bachelor thesis from the year 2016 in the
subject law civil private trade anti trust law business law the hague university language english abstract the
present bachelor thesis aims to analyse whether the proposed changes of the draft foreign investment law
address the existing legal issues identified within the current market access structure of china
Private and Public Information for Foreign Investment Decisions 1997 this report considers various corporate tax
measures to encourage fdi and a range of issues relevant to assessing their use
Foreign Direct Investment in Japan 1989 this conference proceedings examines whether fdi s contribution
to economic development will respond in a balanced and sustainable way to the aspirations and expectations of
host and home countries alike
Foreign Investment Codes and the Location of Direct Investment 1980 traditionally the united states
has maintained an open door at home while promoting investment liberalization abroad through the negotiation
of bilateral and regional treaties this strategy has paid off by boosting productivity and economic welfare at
home while developing countries are moving at an unprecedented rate to emulate the successful open door
policies of the united states there is also renewed interest in a multilateral set of rules for investment at the
same time a new generation of u s laws and proposed regulations challenges the very foundation of america s
open door namely the principles of national treatment and nondescrimination this volume brings both sides of
the debate together to examine the changing economic role of foreign investment the policy trends and the
tools for reducing barriers to transnational investors the result is a provocative and informative discussion of the
strategies and trade offs shaping the foreign investment debate
Legal Framework for the Admission of FDI 2006
A Guide to Foreign Investment Under United States Law 1979
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Foreign Investment and Industrialization in Indonesia 1988
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Market access for foreign investors in China 2016. Investigating the Draft Foreign Investment Law
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